
Inlaid with Natural Oak Marquetry Strip

Mountain Alder is a timeless wood which has retained its 
popularity due to the clean and neutral colourway and 
classic, close wood grain. 

This also affords the luxury of enhancing more rustic 
and traditional interiors, due to the slim planks and 
branched wood decoration.

Mountain Alder

4401 Mountain Alder Plank Size: 101x914mm



Straight laid

Mountain Alder is a timeless wood which has retained its 
popularity due to the clean and neutral colourway and 
classic, close wood grain. 

This also affords the luxury of enhancing more rustic 
and traditional interiors, due to the slim planks and 
branched wood decoration.

Mountain Alder

4401 Mountain Alder Plank Size: 101x914mm



Inlaid with Maple Marquetry Strip and featuring a double    
plank perimeter

Mountain Alder is a timeless wood which has retained its 
popularity due to the clean and neutral colourway and 
classic, close wood grain. 

This also affords the luxury of enhancing more rustic 
and traditional interiors, due to the slim planks and 
branched wood decoration.

Mountain Alder

4401 Mountain Alder Plank Size: 101x914mm



Naval plank design inlaid with Brown Feature Strip

Drawing from the simplicity and delicacy of natural 
sawn wood, Golden Koa offers a warmth and almost 
cherry-like hue.

Developed as a perennial floor, the design offers 
suitability and style, season after season. 

Golden Koa

4403 Golden Koa Plank Size: 101x914mm



Installed in a double plank tramline design

Drawing from the simplicity and delicacy of natural 
sawn wood, Golden Koa offers a warmth and almost 
cherry-like hue.

Developed as a perennial floor, the design offers 
suitability and style, season after season. 

Golden Koa

4403 Golden Koa Plank Size: 101x914mm



Herringbone design

Drawing from the simplicity and delicacy of natural 
sawn wood, Golden Koa offers a warmth and almost 
cherry-like hue.

Developed as a perennial floor, the design offers 
suitability and style, season after season. 

Golden Koa

4403 Golden Koa Plank Size: 101x914mm



Straight laid

This distinguished wood design takes you back to nature, 
with its modern yet timeless look and classic colour. 

Each knot and organic grain allows the product to tell  
it own story, whilst creating a comforting backdrop to 
any room.

Woodland Oak

4411 Woodland Oak Plank Size: 101x914mm



Straight laid

This distinguished wood design takes you back to nature, 
with its modern yet timeless look and classic colour. 

Each knot and organic grain allows the product to tell  
it own story, whilst creating a comforting backdrop to 
any room.

Woodland Oak

4411 Woodland Oak Plank Size: 101x914mm



Inlaid with Walnut Marquetry Strip every two plank widths

This distinguished wood design takes you back to nature, 
with its modern yet timeless look and classic colour. 

Each knot and organic grain allows the product to tell  
it own story, whilst creating a comforting backdrop to 
any room.

Woodland Oak

4411 Woodland Oak Plank Size: 101x914mm



Inlaid with Classic Oak Marquetry Strip

Recreating the essence of luxury and comfort, Oxford 
Maple introduces an exotic wood type to the collection.

Featuring a wide variation in tone and colour, this 
design will bring a vibrancy to both classic and 
contemporary home interiors.

Oxford Maple

4431 Oxford Maple Plank Size: 152x914mm



Straight laid

Recreating the essence of luxury and comfort, Oxford 
Maple introduces an exotic wood type to the collection.

Featuring a wide variation in tone and colour, this 
design will bring a vibrancy to both classic and 
contemporary home interiors.

Oxford Maple

4431 Oxford Maple Plank Size: 152x914mm



Main field straight laid. Perimeter inlaid with a Walnut & Maple 
Marquetry Strip tramline 

Recreating the essence of luxury and comfort, Oxford 
Maple introduces an exotic wood type to the collection.

Featuring a wide variation in tone and colour, this 
design will bring a vibrancy to both classic and 
contemporary home interiors.

Oxford Maple

4431 Oxford Maple Plank Size: 152x914mm



Full plank herringbone design

This intense walnut design is a great way of introducing 
an understated glamour into your home. The elegant, 
rich and versatile decoration creates a striking focal 
point for a wide array of rooms.

The dark tones contrast beautifully against 
contemporary, clean whites and chromes whilst also 
supporting other strong fabric and material colours 
and textures.

Virginia Walnut

4432 Virginia Walnut Plank Size: 152x914mm



Virginia Walnut straight laid, installed alongside Natural 
Limestone with Ice Grouting Strip

This intense walnut design is a great way of introducing 
an understated glamour into your home. The elegant, 
rich and versatile decoration creates a striking focal 
point for a wide array of rooms.

The dark tones contrast beautifully against 
contemporary, clean whites and chromes whilst also 
supporting other strong fabric and material colours 
and textures.

Virginia Walnut

4432 Virginia Walnut Plank Size: 152x914mm



Inlaid with Walnut Marquetry Strip

This intense walnut design is a great way of introducing 
an understated glamour into your home. The elegant, 
rich and versatile decoration creates a striking focal 
point for a wide array of rooms.

The dark tones contrast beautifully against 
contemporary, clean whites and chromes whilst also 
supporting other strong fabric and material colours 
and textures.

Virginia Walnut

4432 Virginia Walnut Plank Size: 152x914mm



Straight laid

This intense walnut design is a great way of introducing 
an understated glamour into your home. The elegant, 
rich and versatile decoration creates a striking focal 
point for a wide array of rooms.

The dark tones contrast beautifully against 
contemporary, clean whites and chromes whilst also 
supporting other strong fabric and material colours 
and textures.

Virginia Walnut

4432 Virginia Walnut Plank Size: 152x914mm



Naval plank design with Pearl Grouting Strip

The warm grey and honey tones along with the 
sophisticated and subtle wood grain presents a floor 
inspired by everything ‘New England’. Coastal charm and 
driftwood styling brings a freshness to the design and 
ultimately to your home interior. 

The extra long planks sympathetically emphasise the 
directional nature of this type of wood.

New England Elm

4433 New England Elm Plank Size: 152x1219mm



Straight laid

The warm grey and honey tones along with the 
sophisticated and subtle wood grain presents a floor 
inspired by everything ‘New England’. Coastal charm and 
driftwood styling brings a freshness to the design and 
ultimately to your home interior. 

The extra long planks sympathetically emphasise the 
directional nature of this type of wood.

New England Elm

4433 New England Elm Plank Size: 152x1219mm



Installed in a full plank block design

The warm grey and honey tones along with the 
sophisticated and subtle wood grain presents a floor 
inspired by everything ‘New England’. Coastal charm and 
driftwood styling brings a freshness to the design and 
ultimately to your home interior. 

The extra long planks sympathetically emphasise the 
directional nature of this type of wood.

New England Elm

4433 New England Elm Plank Size: 152x1219mm



Herringbone design

Inspired by age old oak flooring from historic interiors, 
the development for Schoolhouse Oak aimed to bring 
to the collection the warmth and character associated 
with such a material. 

The strength and clarity of this type of wood is fully 
retained and converted into a contemporary flooring 
design, standing the test of time.

Schoolhouse Oak

4434 Schoolhouse Oak Plank Size: 152x1219mm



Straight laid

Inspired by age old oak flooring from historic interiors, 
the development for Schoolhouse Oak aimed to bring 
to the collection the warmth and character associated 
with such a material. 

The strength and clarity of this type of wood is fully 
retained and converted into a contemporary flooring 
design, standing the test of time.

Schoolhouse Oak

4434 Schoolhouse Oak Plank Size: 152x1219mm



Herringbone design

Inspired by age old oak flooring from historic interiors, 
the development for Schoolhouse Oak aimed to bring 
to the collection the warmth and character associated 
with such a material. 

The strength and clarity of this type of wood is fully 
retained and converted into a contemporary flooring 
design, standing the test of time.

Schoolhouse Oak

4434 Schoolhouse Oak Plank Size: 152x1219mm



Straight laid with double plank perimeter

Inspired by age old oak flooring from historic interiors, 
the development for Schoolhouse Oak aimed to bring 
to the collection the warmth and character associated 
with such a material. 

The strength and clarity of this type of wood is fully 
retained and converted into a contemporary flooring 
design, standing the test of time.

Schoolhouse Oak

4434 Schoolhouse Oak Plank Size: 152x1219mm



Inlaid with Coffee Grouting Strip every two plank widths 

Inspired by age old oak flooring from historic interiors, 
the development for Schoolhouse Oak aimed to bring 
to the collection the warmth and character associated 
with such a material. 

The strength and clarity of this type of wood is fully 
retained and converted into a contemporary flooring 
design, standing the test of time.

Schoolhouse Oak

4434 Schoolhouse Oak Plank Size: 152x1219mm



Inlaid with Classic Oak Marquetry Strip

The inclusion of English Oak continues to affirm our love 
and respect for natural oak designs. Its iconic appeal 
puts this wood into a class of its own. The untreated 
colourway blends harmoniously into any setting.

The enduring colour and wood type allows it to be  
easily installed alongside other Colonia planks, tiles  
and inlay accessories.

English Oak

4435 English Oak Plank Size: 152x1219mm



Straight laid with Fossil Limestone featured in the bathroom

The inclusion of English Oak continues to affirm our love 
and respect for natural oak designs. Its iconic appeal 
puts this wood into a class of its own. The untreated 
colourway blends harmoniously into any setting.

The enduring colour and wood type allows it to be  
easily installed alongside other Colonia planks, tiles  
and inlay accessories.

English Oak

4435 English Oak Plank Size: 152x1219mm



Inlaid with Classic Oak Marquetry Strip 

The inclusion of English Oak continues to affirm our love 
and respect for natural oak designs. Its iconic appeal 
puts this wood into a class of its own. The untreated 
colourway blends harmoniously into any setting.

The enduring colour and wood type allows it to be  
easily installed alongside other Colonia planks, tiles  
and inlay accessories.

English Oak

4435 English Oak Plank Size: 152x1219mm



Brickwork wood tile effect, inlaid with Walnut Marquetry Strip. 
Natural Limestone is featured in the kitchen

The inclusion of English Oak continues to affirm our love 
and respect for natural oak designs. Its iconic appeal 
puts this wood into a class of its own. The untreated 
colourway blends harmoniously into any setting.

The enduring colour and wood type allows it to be  
easily installed alongside other Colonia planks, tiles  
and inlay accessories.

English Oak

4435 English Oak Plank Size: 152x1219mm



Inlaid with Classic Oak Marquetry Strip

The inclusion of English Oak continues to affirm our love 
and respect for natural oak designs. Its iconic appeal 
puts this wood into a class of its own. The untreated 
colourway blends harmoniously into any setting.

The enduring colour and wood type allows it to be  
easily installed alongside other Colonia planks, tiles  
and inlay accessories.

English Oak

4435 English Oak Plank Size: 152x1219mm



Straight laid

Nordic White Oak fuses the characteristics of 
Scandinavian timber and bleached or painted 
floorboards with the performance of a hardwearing  
and practical floorcovering. 

The current demands for white and grey woods are 
perfectly matched by this large format plank, which 
features authentically detailed graining and an 
embossed surface texture.

Nordic White Oak

4436 Nordic White Oak Plank Size: 184x1219mm



Installed in a block wood pattern

Nordic White Oak fuses the characteristics of 
Scandinavian timber and bleached or painted 
floorboards with the performance of a hardwearing  
and practical floorcovering. 

The current demands for white and grey woods are 
perfectly matched by this large format plank, which 
features authentically detailed graining and an 
embossed surface texture.

Nordic White Oak

4436 Nordic White Oak Plank Size: 184x1219mm



Naval plank or ships decking effect, inlaid with Graphite 
Grouting Strip

Nordic White Oak fuses the characteristics of 
Scandinavian timber and bleached or painted 
floorboards with the performance of a hardwearing  
and practical floorcovering. 

The current demands for white and grey woods are 
perfectly matched by this large format plank, which 
features authentically detailed graining and an 
embossed surface texture.

Nordic White Oak

4436 Nordic White Oak Plank Size: 184x1219mm



Inlaid with Natural Oak & Walnut Marquetry Strips in a triple 
strip design

Rich chocolate tones, precision detailing, a large format 
plank and an authentically textured surface all add a 
rich character to Kings Oak. 

As suggested by the name, this flooring design projects a 
strength and imposing presence as well as a statement 
of intent to your overall interior scheme.

Kings Oak

4437 Kings Oak Plank Size: 184x1219mm



Straight laid with a double plank perimeter

Rich chocolate tones, precision detailing, a large format 
plank and an authentically textured surface all add a 
rich character to Kings Oak. 

As suggested by the name, this flooring design projects a 
strength and imposing presence as well as a statement 
of intent to your overall interior scheme.

Kings Oak

4437 Kings Oak Plank Size: 184x1219mm



Inlaid in a double plank weave design

Rich chocolate tones, precision detailing, a large format 
plank and an authentically textured surface all add a 
rich character to Kings Oak. 

As suggested by the name, this flooring design projects a 
strength and imposing presence as well as a statement 
of intent to your overall interior scheme.

Kings Oak

4437 Kings Oak Plank Size: 184x1219mm



Straight laid

Rich chocolate tones, precision detailing, a large format 
plank and an authentically textured surface all add a 
rich character to Kings Oak. 

As suggested by the name, this flooring design projects a 
strength and imposing presence as well as a statement 
of intent to your overall interior scheme.

Kings Oak

4437 Kings Oak Plank Size: 184x1219mm


